Calling for Quotation/Tender

OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT
J.N. MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
ALIGARH

No. Ext 1015/MCH/SHAKEB

M/s............................................................

............................................................

Sealed Tender/Quotations are invited from manufacturers or their authorized dealers for the following instruments for Psychiatry Unit on the terms and conditions as mentioned on page No.2

Quotations should reach this office on or before 08.10.2018 by 12:00 Noon and will be open on 09.10.2018 at 12:00 Noon

Computerised Biofeedback for GSR, Temp, Pulse Rate, Respiration, EMG, EEG (Neurofeedback) Parameters with following Specifications:

Biofeedback should have following Parameters (Modules):

i) Temperature Module: The module shall measure skin temperature. It should be possible to attach temperature sensor used for measuring temperature to hand or forehead with help of a headband or Velcro strap.

ii) Pulse Module: The module shall measure pulse amplitude and frequency. It should be possible to attach pulse send to hand or forehead with help of a headband or Velcro strap.

iii) GSR Module: The module shall measure skin conductance. It should be possible to attach Velcro strap to palm of hand and finger.

iv) Respiration Module: The module shall measures breathing pattern. It should be possible to fast on the breathing belt around thorax or abdomen.

v) EMG Module: The EMG singles are detected with silver electrodes (surface electrode) and amplifier a low noise pre-amplifier.

vi) Alpha (EEG)

Neurofeedback module is used to enhance a particulars frequency based of EEG (electroencephalograph) waves. Enhancing different frequency band activity via training through neurofeedback should described following frequency band detail: - DELTA, THETA, ALPHA, SMR, MIDRANGEBETA and high Beta. Should have Neurofeedback specification analysis. Should have 3-D graphics games for feedback & Brain mapping (Frequency, Amplitude & Spectral Plotting) and same EEG should have facility to use Portable.

System should be An ISO 13485: 2016 and CE certified.

System Should have CE certified with four digit CE number.

System must be certified to be complaint with Electrical safety standard for Medical

Equipment IEC – 60601-1 standard for electrical safety

Accessories: Should have two set of GSR electrode, Two Temp. Probe. Two Respiration Belt, 10 No’s gold plated EEG alpha electrode. Two EMG electrode. Two Pulse transducer. 02 nos. Ten Twenty Conductive paste etc. Warranty should be minimum three years and Software CD Backup should be provided.

Should be supplied with Laptop computer hardware: i3 Processor, 15” Screen, 2 GB RAM, 320GB HDD, DVD Writer. One separate TFT Monitor for animation pictures and video game.


Continued on Page No.2
Note:
1. ONLY typed tenders/quotations on original letter head will be entertained.
2. The Equipment/System/Instruments should be USFDA/CE European approve product.
3. Cutting/Overwriting on tenders/quotations will not be considered.
4. Please mention the GST No. with HSN Code.
5. Bill of delivered items MUST be submitted on printed Tax Invoice only.
6. Eligible persons under Composition Scheme MUST attach the proof along with Tax Invoice.
7. Goods supplied MUST be as per NIT specification, terms & condition and the same be mentioned on the Tax Invoice.

Terms & Conditions
1. Goods are required to be dispatched F.O.R. JNMC Hospital, AMU. Aligarh Ex- godown/at sit by Passenger Train/Goods Train/Parcel Post.
2. Goods will be supplied in the name of the Medical Superintendent, J. N. Medical College Hospital, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh-202002.
3. The Hospital has the right to accept the rates of some or all the articles required.
4. The Hospital reserves the right to reject any or all the tenders/quotations without assigning any reason or to allot full or part of the supply to one or more firms.
5. Authority letter of the manufacturer in case you are the authorised dealer of the manufacturer (authentic proof) alongwith your tender/quotation, otherwise the tender/quotation will not be considered and will be rejected forthwith.
6. Payment shall be made against bill.
7. The period of validity of the rates offered may be specified.
8. The tenders/quotations containing uncalled for remarks are likely to rejection.
9. **Inclusive GST rates will not be accepted and tenders/quotations will be rejected.**
10. Please submit your rates as per model / make separately. Make, Model & Warranty details MUST be clearly mentioned in the tenders/quotations of the firm.
11. The firm must be registered with Directorate General of Supplies and Disposals (DGS&D) or in Central Purchase Office, A.M.U., Aligarh.
12. Installation and Commissioning will be the responsibility of the supplier. After sale service must be provided.
13. Comprehensive on site warranty 03 years.
14. Please attach the Printed Price List of the manufacturer to verify the rates.

(Medical Superintendent)
J.N. Medical College Hospital
A.M.U. Aligarh